Flexible report generation and literate programming
using R and Python’s docutils module
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Literate programming has been well-established in R using Sweave[1]. There are two major drawbacks to
Sweave – (i) it requires one to use LATEX for the source, and (ii) the end-product is in a non-editable format
like PDF. Many of us and our collaborators typically write using Microsoft Office or similar desktop software,
and it has been difficult to produce compatible literate programming output from R. Some attempts have
been made to allow this using R2HTML[2] and odfWeave[3], and some good suggestions have been made
on converting Sweave-produced documents to Word-compatible formats (see [4]). However, the results are
often not satisfactory. The requirement of using LATEX as the source code for Sweave has also hindered its
widespread use for automatic report generation and documentation, since LATEX has quite a steep learning
curve.
reStructured Text(rSt)[5] is a text markup syntax which is easy to read, learn and format. It can
be parsed using the docutils[6] module of Python[7] into various formats, including LATEX, PDF, XML,
HTML, and ODF (the last using the available Python script rst2odt[8]). reStructured text provides a very
powerful, flexible and extensible platform for creating web pages and stand-alone documents, and is the
preferred method for generating Python documentation. User-defined style files can be incorporated into
the parsing of the rSt source into the final format, making it very customizable. rSt files converted into
ODF (OpenDocument Format) can then be read by OpenOffice.org Writer (http://www.openoffice.org)
and by Microsoft Word using either the conversion facilities of OpenOffice.org or the Sun ODF Plugin
(http://www.sun.com/software/star/odf_plugin/). rSt and docutils have the ability to format complex
tables and incorporate figures, which are the two principal needs for a literate programming platform for R.
They also can incorporate fairly involved formatting into the final document as well. Source code in LATEX
or XML or HTML can be incorporated into a rSt document for further formatting depending on the output
format (LATEX or ODF/XML or HTML, respectively).
This work proposes to use reStructured text as the source platform for literate programming in R using the
templating package brew[9] in R, and using docutils scripts to convert the resulting document into ODF, PDF,
LATEXor HTML formats. Tables can easily be generated using a minor modification of print.char.matrix
in the Hmisc[10] library. Figures can be incorporated either as PDF or PNG depending on the final format.
The resultant ODF document appears superior to the results obtained using Sweave and various conversion
methods, producing a professional-looking document for publication and collaboration. The resultant PDF
document using default templates also produces very clean tables and figures, though different from the
results of PDFLATEXand Sweave. The entire process can be automated using either a Makefile or a script in
R. I will present examples of using this approach utilizing the summary.formula scripts from Hmisc, which
produce quite complex tables.
There are three main advantages of this approach over Sweave and LATEX. First of all, reStructured text
can be quickly generated and visually formatted using a standard text editor, and doesn’t require a steep
learning curve to produce well-formatted documents using docutils scripts. The flexibility of using source
code depending on the output format for further formatting or customization or inclusion of mathematics
is available. Secondly, this approach allows the direct creation of native ODF files which are readable and
editable by Microsoft Word, using automatically generated (and even complex) tables and figures. This
allows easy transmission of the report to collaborators or publishers who regularly use Microsoft Word or
related desktop tools. Thirdly, the same source file (if it does not contain specialized source code like LATEX
or XML) can be used to produce LATEX, PDF, XML or HTML output using scripts in docutils, thus allowing
flexibility and further potential for customization of the output.
A R package for this approach is in development.
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